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1. Introduction on Social Networks and SNA 
• what are Social Networks 
• what is Social Network Analysis (SNA) 
• what do we want to know? 
• why and when to use SNA

2. Social Networks: from properties to information 
• heterogeneity 
• 6 degrees of separation 
• clustering and density 
• assortativity. social affinity..or social contagion? 
• groups and communities, the strength of weak ties and Dunbar`s number 
• two more dimensions: time and space 
• from Social Networks to Social Network Analysis

5. Interesting references and sources

4. Tools for social network analysis and visualization

*each session organized as follows: 
a) Question/Problem 
b) Analysis and Insights 
c) Interpretation of results and Applications 

3.1  Identify key players 

3.2  Link Persistence  
  
3.3  Community Detection

3. Practical Examples and Use Cases (                                  )

easy  
(and fast)

hard  
(and slow)

Social Network Crash Course
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@gmiritello1. Intro to Social Networks and SNA

Moreno, 1930. First 
sociogram to study 
personal relationships 
group of elementary 
school students

Durkheim and Tönnies, 
1890s. Theory of social 
groups 

1960 Peter Blau. Analysis of 
relational ties

“The boys were friends of 
boys and the girls were friends 
of girls with the exception of 
one boy who said he liked a 
single girl. The feeling was not 
reciprocated

1950s. Max Gluckman et al. 
community networks in 
south Africa, India and UK

1970s Harrison White 
Models of social structure 
based on patterns of 
relations instead than 
attributes

1970s Charles Tilly Networks 
in politics and social 
movements

(1969) 1973 Mark 
Granovetter The strength 
of weak ties

1963 Stanley Milgram Six 
degrees of separation and 
“small word experiment”

What is Social Network Analysis (SNA)
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What is Social Network Analysis (SNA)
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SNA is the study of human interaction using network theory. 
Although the origin of SNA dates back at the early 20th century, 
the interest in this field is growing in the last years also thanks to 
online social networks and data availability.

SNA has its origins in both social science and in the fields of 
network analysis and graph theory.

SNA consists in the formulation and solution of problems that can be 
represented with a network structure.

Networks have always existed but the emergence of data, information and 
technology has made them evident and traceable.

SNA is not just a methodology, it is a perspective on how society 
functions. Instead of focusing on individuals and their properties, it 
centers on relations between individuals, groups and the society as a 
whole.

1. Intro to Social Networks and SNA



What do we want to know ?

✓ How frequently people are interacting to each other. When. 

✓ Who is connected to whom and which people do they have in common. 

✓ Role and function of each member of the network, e.g: influentials, bridges, 

early adopters. 

✓ Who are the most popular/influential people? 

✓ Opinion and interest in events, products, etc. 

✓ How can we classify people in the network depending on their interactions/

behavior/habits? 

✓ Which social connections can generate the most value? 

✓ How do people move and travel? 

✓ How geographic distance affect social connections? 

✓ Are temporal and/or mobility patterns related to the socio-economics? 

@gmiritello1. Intro to Social Networks and SNA



Why and when to use SNA
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Fraud and risk

Health/ Epidemic 
spreading

Smart cities

Marketing/Opinions Management Research

Communication

Recommendation Systems CybersecurityLogistics and Optimization

1. Intro to Social Networks and SNA
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The properties of social networks

Member properties are very heterogeneous

2. Social Networks: from properties to information
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Small-world(short path between any two nodes)

The properties of social networks

2. Social Networks: from properties to information
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High clustering (very connected groups with high density of ties)

The properties of social networks

2. Social Networks: from properties to information
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The properties of social networks

2. Social Networks: from properties to information

Social networks are assortative: homophily/affinity..

✓ degree 
✓ habits 
✓ loneliness/happiness 
✓ interests 
✓ age/gender/class 
✓ organizational roles 
✓ values/education
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✓ degree 
✓ habits 
✓ loneliness/happiness 
✓ interests 
✓ age/gender/class 
✓ organizational roles 
✓ values/education

The properties of social networks

2. Social Networks: from properties to information

..or social contagion?
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Well organized structure (high modularity)

The properties of social networks

2. Social Networks: from properties to information
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The strength of weak ties (Granovetter thesis)

The properties of social networks

2. Social Networks: from properties to information
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Dunbar Number

The properties of social networks
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[..people with many connections dedicate on average less time to each of them]

2. Social Networks: from properties to information



Other dimensions of Social Networks 
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Social Structure
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bursty behavior

2. Social Networks: from properties to information
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Dynamical processes on social networks



form/decay
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Tie activity 
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Groups of 
conversation
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Hidalgo et al., Physica A (2008), Burt, Soc.Net.(2000)

Barabasi, Nature (2005)
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Dynamical processes on social networks
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Other dimensions of Social Networks 

Social Structure Dynamics

+
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Spatial processes on social networks
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Dynamics Mobility

2. Social Networks: from properties to information

Social Structure

Other dimensions of Social Networks 

+ +
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Dynamics Mobility Content

Other 
- demographic 
- economics 
- relationships

2. Social Networks: from properties to information

Social Structure

Other dimensions of Social Networks 

+ + +

+



Opinion analysis 
Sentiment analysis 
Interests  
Trends

From properties to information

Degree 
Clustering 
Centrality 
Tie strength

Social variables

Community analysis 
Affinity 
Social roles  

    (central users/influential/early adopters)

Social networks and social roles

Temporal patterns (hourly/weekly/..) 
Anomalies 
Correlations and cascades

Activity

Mobility 
Points of interest 
Hot spots 
Relation with socio-economic 
factors

Spatial

Content

Social Network Analysis 
User segmentation 
Recommendation systems 
Prediction models 
Information diffusion models

Analysis and Models

Social habits and needs 
Opinion analysis 
Products/brands penetration 
and diffusion 
Resource optimization 
Smart cities (health, public 
transport) 
Fraud and risk

Applications

2. Social Networks: from properties to information
Criminal and terrorist networks 
Communication flows in companies
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1: Identify key players

 In viral marketing, it is important to identify 
and target the right set of key players in a 
population to spread information 
efficiently and effectively.  

In disease and epidemic spreading, 
immunizing important nodes is an 
effective solution to suppress the 
spreading. 

In management, it is critical to identify and 
strategically place the key players to 
improve the productivity of colleagues. 

In politics, it is necessary to identify key 
players to gain advantage in political 
campaigns.  

In everyday life, it is useful to identify the right 
people to strategically find information/
resource/etc.

2. Use case I: Identify key players
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What we want to measure

1: Identify key players

Local, ego-network Global, whole network

2. Use case I: Identify key players
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Number of links of a node.  
Often used as measure of 
connectedness and 
therefore of popularity.  It 
is quantity over quality

Nodes 3 and 5 have highest degree

Degree centrality

How many hops on 
average it takes to reach 
every other node? The less, 
the better. 
It is a measure of reach. 

Nodes 3 and 5 have highest closeness

Closeness centrality

Node 5 has highest betweenness

Number of shortest paths 
between any 2 nodes that 
pass through a given node. 
It can be used to detect 
nodes that act as bridges 
between different zones of 
the network.

Betweenness centrality

Similar to how Google ranks 
web pages: links from high 
linked-to pages count 
more. 
Useful in determining who is 
connected to the most 
connected nodes.

Node 3 has the highest eigenvector centrality

Eigenvector centrality

What we measure

1: Identify key players

2. Use case I: Identify key players
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Nodes 3 and 5 have highest degree

Nodes 3 and 5 have highest closeness

Node 5 has highest betweenness

Node 3 has the highest eigenvector centrality

How many people can 
this person reach 
directly?

How likely is this person 
to be the most direct 
route between two 
people in the network?

How fast can this 
person reach everyone 
in the network?

How well is this person 
connected to other 
well-connected 
people?

Degree centrality

Closeness centrality

Betweenness centrality

Eigenvector centrality

What we get

1: Identify key players

2. Use case I: Identify key players
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1: Identify key players
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1: Identify key players
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2: Link Persistence

2. Use case II: Link Persistence

Social networks are highly dynamic objects 

To what extent can the evolution of a 
network be modeled using features 
intrinsic of the network itself? 

Link persistence/decay in organizational 
networks; interactions or collaborations 
that have not been utilized  

Terrorist networks; link prediction in this 
context allows one to conjecture that 
particular individuals are working together 
even though their interaction has not 
been directly observed



Given the properties of links at time    predict which ones persist or 
decay at time

t
t+�t

Problem
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Pos Neg

Po
s

N
eg

Validation

TP FP 

FN TN

• Comparing the prediction with the observation of 
link in the future time window. 

• Test/Training set 

• Cross Validation

Validation and Performance

Prediction Validation
?

T1 T2Approach and Model

Topological properties 
• volume of interaction 
• topological overlap 
• Adamic-Adar coefficient

Link lifetime 

• stability

Temporal Features 
• coefficient of variation 
• time since last interaction 

(freshness)

Logistic Regression with following predictive variables:

@gmiritello

2: Link Persistence

2. Use case II: Link Persistence



Volume of interaction: total number of calls between  nodes i 
and j

@gmiritello

Data: anonymized mobile phone logs of communication between 
people.

Topological Overlap and Adamic Adar coefficient

�ij

Temporal stability: time difference between the last and first 
communication between nodes i and j �ij ' 0

�ij ' TStable
Unstable

cv�tij ' 1

cv�tij > 1�
µ

stand.deviation
mean

cv�tij = ��tij/|µ�tij |
Coefficient of variation of inter-event time series

2

events and in particular, the possible heavy-tail proper-
ties of P (�tij) are directly inherited by P (⇤ij). Fig. 2
shows our (rescaled) results for P (�tij) and P (⇤ij). For
comparison, we also show the results obtained when i)
the time-stamps of the ⇥ ⇤ i events are randomly se-
lected from the complete CDR, thus destroying any possi-
ble temporal correlation with i ⇤ j and e�ectively mim-
icking Eq. (1) and ii) when the whole CDR time-stamps
are shu⌅ed thus destroying both tie temporal patterns
and correlation between ties. Both shu⌅ings preserve the
tie intensity wij [18], i.e. the number of calls and their
duration and also the circadian rhythms of human com-
munication [15]. The result for P (�tij) shows that small
and large inter-event times are more probable for the real
series than for the shu⌅ed ones, where the pdf is almost
exponential as in a Poissonian process, apart from a small
deviation due to the circadian rhythms. This bursty pat-
tern of activity has been found in numerous examples
of human behavior [6] and seems to be universal in the
way a single individual schedules tasks. Here we see that
it also happens at the level of two individuals interac-
tion confirming recent results in mobile [15] and online
communities [7] dynamics. The pdf for ⇤ij is also heavy-
tailed but displays a larger number of short ⇤ij compared
to the shu⌅ed one. The abundance of short ⇤ij suggests
that receiving an information (⇥ ⇤ i) triggers commu-
nication with other people (i ⇤ j), a manifestation of
group conversations [11–13]. While the fat-tail of P (⇤ij)
is accurately described by Eq. (1), i.e. large transmission
intervals ⇤ij are mostly due to large inter-event commu-
nication times in the i ⇤ j tie, the behavior of P (⇤ij) is
not only due to the bursty patterns of �tij , but also to the
temporal correlation between the i ⇤ j and the ⇥ ⇤ i
events. In fact, if the correlation between the i ⇤ j and
the ⇥ ⇤ i series is destroyed, the probability of short-
time intervals decreases and approaches the Poissonian
case (Fig. 2). In summary, relay times depend on two
main properties of human communication that compete
to one another. While the bursty nature of human ac-
tivity yields to large transmission times hindering any
possible infection, group conversations translate into an
unexpected abundance of short relay times, favoring the
probability of propagation.

To investigate the e�ect of these two conflicting prop-
erties of human communication on information spread-
ing, we simulate the epidemic Susceptible-Infectious-
Recovered (SIR) model in our social network considering
the real time sequence of communication events [15, 23]
and compare them to the shu⌅ed data. We start the
model by infecting a node at a random instant and con-
sidering all other nodes as susceptible. In each call an
infected node can infect a susceptible node with prob-
ability ⇥. Due to the synchronous nature of the phone
communication, this happens regardless of who initiates
the call. However, since the same results are obtained
by considering directionality in the calls, for computa-
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� ⇥ i
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t

�ij �tij

FIG. 1. (color online) Schematic view of communications
events around individual i: each horizontal segment indicates
an event between i ! j (top) and ⇤ ! i (bottom). At each
t
↵

in the ⇤ ! i time series, ⇥
ij

is the time elapsed to the next
i ! j event, which is di�erent from the inter-event time �t

ij

in the i ! j time series. The red shaded area represents the
recover time window T
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FIG. 2. (color online) Distribution of the relay time inter-
vals ⇥

ij

(main) and of the inter-event times �t
ij

(inset) in the
i ! j tie rescaled by �t

ij

. The black circles correspond to
the real data, while the red squares is the overall-shu⇥ed re-
sult. Blue diamonds correspond to the case in which only the
⇤ ! i sequence is randomized. Only ties with w

ij

� 10 are
considered. In both graphs the dashed line correspond to the
e�x function.

tional reasons we consider the latter case. Nodes remain
infected during a time Ti until they decay into the re-
covered state. For the sake of simplicity we simulate the
simplest model in which the recovering time Ti is deter-
ministic and homogeneous Ti = T and set T = 2 days,
although di�erent and/or stochastic Ti can be studied
within the same model. The spreading dynamics gener-
ates a viral cascade that grows until there are no more
nodes in the infected state. We repeat the spreading pro-
cess for 3 � 104 randomly chosen seeds. Note that our
model includes the SI model simulations in [15] where
⇥ = 1 and T = T0, with T0 being the total duration of
the dataset.
By looking at the size of the largest cascade smax (over

all realizations) at each value of ⇥, we first ensure the
existence of a percolation transition [4] (see Fig. 3), con-
firmed by a change in the behavior of smax from small
to large cascades at a given value of ⇥ (tipping point).
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tional reasons we consider the latter case. Nodes remain
infected during a time Ti until they decay into the re-
covered state. For the sake of simplicity we simulate the
simplest model in which the recovering time Ti is deter-
ministic and homogeneous Ti = T and set T = 2 days,
although di�erent and/or stochastic Ti can be studied
within the same model. The spreading dynamics gener-
ates a viral cascade that grows until there are no more
nodes in the infected state. We repeat the spreading pro-
cess for 3 � 104 randomly chosen seeds. Note that our
model includes the SI model simulations in [15] where
⇥ = 1 and T = T0, with T0 being the total duration of
the dataset.
By looking at the size of the largest cascade smax (over

all realizations) at each value of ⇥, we first ensure the
existence of a percolation transition [4] (see Fig. 3), con-
firmed by a change in the behavior of smax from small
to large cascades at a given value of ⇥ (tipping point).
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2: Link Persistence

2. Use case II: Link Persistence
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3: Communities Detection

2. Use case III: Community Detection

Understand the nature of a given network 

Find individuals with common interests and/or 
behavior  

Characterize the role of a given individual: 
does he/she connects different part of a 
network?  

Predictive models, e.g. churn. Our behavior 
also depend on the behavior of our 
neighbors  

Spreading of information, identify key 
individuals in a particular community
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Data: user connections from the Facebook 
New Orleans network

i

j

3: Communities Detection

2. Use case III: Community Detection

The idea 
Modularity is a measure associated to a partition. The partition with the maximum 
modularity M for a given network offers the optimal community structure!

The hypothesis 
randomly wired networks are not expected to have a community structure

How do we detect communities in a network?

Method (Louvain) First, the method looks for "small" communities by optimizing modularity 
locally. Second, it aggregates nodes belonging to the same community and builds a new 
network whose nodes are the communities. These steps are repeated iteratively until a 
maximum of modularity is attained and a hierarchy of communities is produced. 
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3: Communities Detection

2. Use case III: Community Detection
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3: Communities Detection



@gmiritello2. Use case III: Community Detection

3: Communities Detection
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SNA on G20 tweets

@swainjo

http://swainsworld.ghost.io

3: Communities Detection
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@swainjo

http://swainsworld.ghost.io

SNA on G20 tweets

- Influence and opinion phenomena 
- Interests 
- Information spreading 
- Key connectors

3: Communities Detection
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http://swainsworld.ghost.io
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Tools for SNA and Visualization

- SciPy 
- NumPy 
- NetworkX 
- Communities 
- scikit-learn

+

+

- igraph 
- sna 
- network 
- statnet 
- plyr

ggplot for python

ggplot2 
googleVis, gmap
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